
REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL Q&A
Classroom and Outdoor Furniture

On the chairs, do you want the glides on the bottom to be glides to be nylon, felt, steel or rubber?

If there is a non scratching option like felt, yes. Otherwise, steel.

Can you confirm the preferred hgt on the activity tables? Short legs only adjust up to 25.5" high
(preschool/grade school) and then regular hgt goes up to 30.5 inches - stad table/desk hgt BUT it goes
down to 21" ....

We need the most inclusive height range. The smallest tables are for grades K-3, while the larger ones
will be for grades 4-8.

When would you expect delivery?

July 15-25, 2023

Do you need installation?

No.

What is the ship to address?

63 Valley Drive, Americus, GA 31709

Can you tell me which delivery service will be needed for these items: Dock to Dock, Lift Gate, Lift gate
and Inside?

Lift Gate

Can you clarify where this furniture will need to be delivered at the main building?



It will need to be delivered to the main office/building.

Will you need assistance staging the product in the correct rooms or will someone be able to receive
items from a freight carrier?

We should not need any of the other services, and should be able to receive the shipment as long as it
can be unloaded to the ground versus a loading dock.

Would you need out installers to assemble on site?

We should not need any of the other services.

Will we required to uncrate and assemble the furniture at the delivery locations?

No

For the picnic tables would you accept quotes for 8ft tables? If not can we just quote the other items?

No bid on the picnic tables is acceptable

Please advise if the domestic is a preference or a requirement.

The domestic procurement is a requirement that we must communicate, and we must set a preference
for quotes received with domestic products over quotes received for products which are not domestic.
This is a requirement of the funding source and also a policy of our local governing board.

Also if goods are assembled in the USA would that be considered USA goods?

The goods must be produced in the United States.

Lastly would you be flexible on your delivery date?

I wish we could be more flexible with our delivery date, but we are facing time constraints with
inhabiting a new building before the start of the school year.


